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We are a Bioconvergence company creating 
the future of medicine by providing 
technologies, products and services to 
create, understand, and master biology.
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WORK FASTER AND SMARTER

As the premier bio-convergence company, CELLINK is creating the future of medicine by 
providing biomedical technologies, products and services to life science researchers around the 
world. Whether you are setting up complicated combinatorial screening, running next 
generation sequencing workflows or assuring monoclonality for cell line development and 
synthetic biology, our Biosciences division has you covered. Here, we present easy-to-use 
bioprocessing technologies that automate liquid handling to streamline and optimize single cell 
dispensing and empower you to work faster and smarter.

Biosciences Portfolio

Applications: Discover products that strengthen your workflows 
across these applications

High-throughput 
screening Single cell omics Synthetic biology

Assay development Cell-based assays Miniaturized chemistry

Drug delivery Cell line development Protein expression in 
microbial systems

Anaerobic cell isolation ELISA assays



Liquid handlers: Noncontact liquid 
handling for everyone
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The I-DOT, or Immediate Drop-on-demand Technology, is a patented approach for noncontact liquid 
handling tasks that brings intuitive automation, precision and speed to every lab. The system uses eight 
individually controlled positive pressure channels to generate droplets from 8 to 50 nanoliters from a 
small hole at the bottom of each well. Each channel generates up to 100 droplets per second, giving 
control and speed to the users while minimizing cross contamination.

I-DOT: Speed and control while minimizing cross contamination

Applications: 

High-throughput 
screening

Genomics and 
proteomics

Dispensing 
compounds 

Dispensing 
beads 
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In a smaller footprint, the lightweight I-DOT Mini features Immediate Drop-on-demand Technology, a 
patented approach for noncontact liquid handling tasks that brings intuitive automation, precision and 
speed to every lab. The I-DOT Mini uses a single positive pressure channel to generate droplets as small 
as 8 nanoliters through a perforation in the well, producing up to 100 droplets per second. 

Designed for the automated, rapid and 
highly reproducible washing of entire 96-, 
384- and 1536-well plates. The C.WASH 
uses centrifugal force to remove liquids 
from well plates without needles or 
pipette tips. This enables tipless, 
noncontact washing of cells, ELISA assays 
and beads.

I-DOT Mini: Liquid handling simplified

C.WASH™: Plate Washer

Applications: 

Cell dispensing Genomics and 
proteomics

Compound 
dispensing 

Design of 
experiment

Assay development
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Single cell dispensing made easy

We offer an extensive range of single cell dispensing solutions that document monoclonality 
and improve the efficiency of your workflows.

Offers a paradigm shift in cell line development. Providing 
users with faster single-cell dispensing, 99.99% rate of 
clonality and the most advanced imaging system for 
indisputable proof of monoclonality. 

UP.SIGHT™

Isolate green fluorescent eukaryotic cells in well plates. 
Bright-field and fluorescence imaging. Fully tunable to 
enable imaging even low intensity samples.

F.SIGHT™

Applications: 

Cell line 
development

Single cell 
omics

Applications: 

Cell-based assays
Bead-based PCR 
purification in NGS
library preparation

ELISA and other 
immunoassays
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Single cell 
omics

Isolate prokaryotic cells in 96- and 384-well plates. 
Bright-field imaging with 20x magnification. Sort single 
bacteria for culture, genomics or mass spectrometry.

B.SIGHT™

Applications: 

Bacterial 
isolation

Bioreactors: Flexible and scalable 
platforms for product development

A high-throughput microbioreactor for parallel cultivations in 96-well plates brings 
production bioreactor capabilities to 150 to 800 µL microbioreactor scale. It 
enables earlier identification of the highest producing and most stable clones, 
reduces later passaging steps and efforts of scaling-up processes.

C.BIRD™: Next generation microbioreactor 
for cell line development

Isolate single cells in 96- and 384-well plates. Bright-field 
imaging with 10x magnification.

C.SIGHT™ 

Applications: Cell line 
development
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The benchtop fermenters and bioreactors are extremely flexible and scalable systems for cell line 
development backed by powerful and intuitive automation and software. Solaris systems are available in a 
full range of volumes from 200 mL to 20 L and can work in parallel up to 24 units. Processes are managed 
by a unique human-machine interface (HMI) platform with innovative drawing and painting software like 
Leonardo.

Solaris Bioreactors

Applications: 

Microbial 
fermentation Cell culture Cell line 

development

Live cell analyzers

The CELLCYTE X, a high-throughput live cell imaging 
system, is designed for efficiency, affordability and 
convenience and leverages the power of time. Unlike 
traditional end-point assays, in which researchers 
observe cells at one critical time point and draw 
conclusions about cellular response, live cell imaging 
gives a more complete picture of cellular response 
with images of the cells over many time points to 
draw more insightful conclusions.

CELLCYTE X™: Harness the power of live cell imaging
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Applications: 

Cell health Cell proliferation 
and growth

Wound healing

 Toxicology

CASY is a comprehensive cell status monitoring system with label-free precision. The system quantifies 
cells and particles passing a measuring pore exposed to a low voltage electrical field. Based on a cell’s 
size and conductivity, a resistance signal is generated and recorded. Living cells generate high resistance 
signals because of their intact membrane structure. Dying or dead cells cause much lower resistance 
because of increased membrane permeability and are measured by the size of their cell nuclei.

CASY cell counter and analyzer

Mammalian and 
bacterial cell counting T-cell monitoring Cell health



The patented ptychographic quantitative phase imaging approach enables a range of label-free assays. 
Coupled with automated single cell tracking to gain dynamic insights of phenotypic differences in 
subsets of cells. Leverage powerful tracking algorithms to explore population heterogeneity and track 
single cell lineage.

CELLINK’s global team of application specialists are ready to provide support when you need it, and 
multiple support packages are available to meet your needs. A member of our team can reach out within 

hours of receiving your request. We are happy to work by phone, over email, through video chat and 
on-site to perform installations, repair and preventative maintenance.

Livecyte: High content label-free live cell imaging PhaseFocus
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Cell health and 
proliferation

Single cell lineage
tracking

T-cell monitoring

Wound healing

Applications: 

World-renowned customer support 
committed to achieving your goals


